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Abstract
In this paper we present a project dedicated to the development of a didactical
toolbox of material for teaching assistants (TAs) supervising exercise classes
for non-physics majors at ETH Zurich. With our material we were able to
support TAs in preparing high-quality exercise sessions for their class which
go beyond direct instruction and activate students intellectually and
emotionally. The materials are developed for 13 exercise sessions and are
presented in the form of an eBook. The materials were immediately used by
several TAs in dedicated focus groups. The positive feedback of students and
TAs suggests that our material helped to activate and engage the students,
enhancing their learning - even in the challenging setting of online teaching.
Keywords: Teaching tools; physics; eBook; student engagement; teacher
training.
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1. Introduction
As a polytechnic university, ETH Zurich has compulsory introductory physics courses in
almost all of its bachelor study programs. The Department of Physics is offering a total of 14
different physics courses which are all tailored to the specific needs of the non-physics major
programs. In addition to a physics lecture, which typically adresses several hundred students,
small-group exercice classes, comprising 25 to 30 students each, are an integral part of the
educational offer. The main goal of these exercice classes is to train students in applying the
concepts that have been discussed in the lecture. The exercise classes are run by more than
150 teaching assistants (TAs), most of them being PhD students.
In the past, the Department of Physics made a huge effort in reforming its introductory
lectures according to well-established educational principles (Meredith & Redish, 2013;
Crouch & Mazur, 2001). The exercise classes, however, remained almost out of focus. TAs
are invited to attend teaching courses which are offered by the central support unit, but the
general principles covered by those courses is of little help when TAs have to plan, organize
and teach physics in their classes. How can we improve the learning success in physics
exercise classes? Which strategies can help to step out of standard automatism such as pure
exercise-solving and direct instruction? How can we “hook and hold” the students? With
regards to those questions, we have developed a didactical toolbox including a wide range of
tailored teaching material for our TAs.
The idea for the EPT (Engaging Physics Tutoring) project arose from our observation that in
practice many TAs struggle to implement techniques which they have learnt in general basic
teaching courses. Furthermore, the time it takes to prepare an engaging lesson usually
exceeds the preparation time which TAs can invest in addition to further duties like correcting
homework and managing their class. Therefore, in this project we developed a didactical
toolbox of materials for physics TAs and published it as an eBook (Bondar et al., 2021). In
2020 we have used the toolbox as a pilot in 13 exercise classes and we reported how TAs
have been using it for improving their instruction. Due to the Covid19 pandemic, half of the
exercise classes were taught online.

2. Approach and developments
2.1. Structure of the developed materials
The toolbox consists of concept questions (Oliveira, 2013), advanced organizers
(Gurlitt, 2012) and case-based calculation examples. Additionally, we included ideas for the
“hit” of each lesson – which is based on an engaging phenomenon, that involves the students
emotionally and fosters their active thinking in order to help them developing higher-level
competences. Occasionally we also included “hands-on” experiments that are especially
suitable for online performance and activation of the students.
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Most of the material is based on real-life examples in order to motivate students, encourage
them for active interaction and engage them emotionally. Figure 1 illustrates some examples
of application ideas used in the materials.

Figure 1. Real-life examples implemented in the materials; MC=Multiple Choice.

2.2. Didactical approach
With the toolbox at hand, we encouraged TAs to use our materials relying on a wellestablished approach in the design of their exercise class. Namely, they have to align their
planning with specific learning goals of the course, which then define the teaching content
and activities of their lessons. Assessment techniques should be applied to inform students
and teachers whether a teaching goal has been achieved. This will ensure constructive
alignment of all teaching and learning activities (Biggs & Tang, 2015).
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The developed materials are aligned with learning objectives of the class and can serve as a
basis for the design of learning activities and assessment tasks during the exercise session
(see Figure 2). In addition to the traditional teaching approach, TAs can develop own
activities based on the collaborative and highly interactive SCALE-UP approach (Feldman
et al., 2019).

Figure 2. The materials can be used as a basis for the design of Learning activities and assessment tasks.

2.3. Some Examples
Here we give some examples of the developed materials; Figure 3 shows examples of reallife applications of the topics of units (Mars orbiter) and of friction (violin vs. squeaky door).

Figure 3. Examples of real-life applications of the topics of units (left) and friction (right).

For students it is also important to have a bird-view of the topics presented during the
semester, as it enables them to create a network of knowledge. To help students following
links between different topics as well as their common frameworks we also prepared mind
maps. These schemes can serve as road-maps while working through the corresponding subtopics. Figure 4 shows an example of a mind map dedicated to kinematics.
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Figure 4. Example of a mind map on kinematics.

2.4. New developments
As a new method, we have developed a “2Q” system. At the beginning of each class, the
students are asked to answer a set of two Multiple Choice (MC) questions which are closely
related to learning objectives of the lesson. The answers are not yet revealed. At the end of
the exercise class the students are asked to answer the same questions again, after which the
correct answers are discussed. This system allows the TAs not only to assess the learning
success in their lesson but also to outline key topics of the lesson and provide a road map for
the students.
We got very positive feedback about this system from students (Figures 5, 6, 7, 8) as well as
from the TAs (Figures 8 and 9). Furthermore, we observed that the questions activated and
engaged the students right from the start of the lesson. Sets of suitable questions for each
lesson are included in the toolbox.

3. Implementation and feedback
The materials were immediately used by 6 TAs. Namely, we had two dedicated focus groups
almost entirely teaching their lessons with our material. Another four TAs were occasionally
using the material as ideas / building blocks for the design of their lessons.
In order to estimate the success of the project, we used an online anonymous survey to collect
student feedback. The survey was administered to one of our focus groups, where at least
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90% of each lesson was based on our materials. Below you will find students’ answers to
some key questions. A total of 26 students responded to the survey.

Figure 5. Results of student’s feedback on usefulness of EPT materials in their learning (N=26).

Figure 6. Results of students’ feedback on favorite types of EPT material.

Figure 7. Results of students’ feedback on the role of EPT materials in their own learning.

The positive feedback from students and from the TAs suggests that our material helped to
activate and engage the students emotionally and to enhance their learning - even in the
challenging setting of online teaching.
In particular, the results of the diagrams in Figures 6 and 7 show that on average the students
rate the role of the materials for their conceptual understanding higher than for their problemsolving skills. This is particularly interesting since the example exercises were, most of the
time, very close to the homework exercises, by using similar ideas and solution paths. The
missing competence to transfer knowledge to specific problems is a common issue in the
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learning process of non-experts (Rebello et al., 2007) and is therefore especially relevant for
students of introductory courses. The performance of the TAs also plays an important role,
which we neglected here. Our evaluated focus group was taught by an experienced TA.

Figure 8. Further impressions from students and TAs.
I'm teaching a physics class at ETH, and first time I was able
to profit from slides that were not mine. It's also the first
time that the students were participating much more actively in
the class; not only in the multiple choice but also already in
the summary/theory slides. I'm convinced it's due to the much
more quality material that I was able to use and present to
them. Since I didn't need to spend a lot of time on preparing
material for the class, I was able to spend more time on
correcting the exercises more detailed, which the students
appreciated as well. It's really a fantastic service you
provided and it was extremely helpful, both to me and the
students. I hope you are gonna continue with your team, I'm
sure all the TAs and students would be extremely happy! Thanks
a lot again for your effort!”
Figure 9. Comment by a TA.

4. Summary and outlook
We have developed a didactical toolbox of material for TAs who are teaching exercise classes
for non-physics majors. The material of the toolbox was used by several TAs and we
collected feedback from students and TAs from one focus group. Based upon the positive
feedback received, we conclude that our material helped to engage the students and to
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enhance their learning. The toolbox played an important role in preparing high-quality
exercise sessions, which both students and the TAs enjoyed together.
However, we realized that, besides providing teaching material, it is also paramount to
establish a community of practice, where TAs can share and discuss their teaching
experience. Fostering PCK (Pedagogical Content Knowledge) (Carlson et al., 2019) is as
important as providing good teaching material.
This successful experience now has motivated us to continue the development of our material
and to expand our focus to all of ETH Zurich exercise classes for introductory physics. In
addition we will also focus on PCK and on social aspects in teaching.
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